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With Infor Healthcare, you get a purpose-built,
comprehensive suite of solutions designed to
meet the unique and complex business process
needs of healthcare organizations.
Specialized tools

For your industry

– Improve the integration, planning, tracking, and management of people,

Industry-specific capabilities, including finance, human resources, supply

supplies, clinical data, and financial assets.

chain management, research and grants, compliance, and

– Foster collaborative care delivery and financial and

healthcare integration.

– environmental sustainability.

– A modern solution with a beautiful new user experience, enterprise

– Improve the quality of clinical outcomes and the viability of

business operations.
– Standardize, centralize, and automate business processes.
– Optimize resources by shifting staff hours from paper processes

to patient care.
– Eliminate the complexities of fragmented, legacy solutions.
– Move data from department silos and connect your organization to

improve collaboration.

collaboration framework, and pervasive analytics embedded through
process flows.
– Connect strategy with operational execution.
– Manage trends and performance.
– Optimize and align resources.
– Connect disparate technologies, and deliver actionable insight

and intelligence.
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Infor Healthcare solution map
Common user experience
Social Collaboration

Mobile Apps

Desktop Productivity

Workflow, Alerts, and Analytics
Human Capital Management

Enterprise
Performance

Financial
Management

Supply Chain
Management

Relationship
Management

Clinical
Interoperability

Talent
Science

Workforce
Management

Budget, Plan, &
Forecasting

Enterprise
Financials

Procurement &
Operations

Segmentation & Health Information
Case Management
Exchange

Talent
Management

Core HR

Cost
Accounting

Governance, Risk,
Compliance

Asset & Energy
Management

Multi-channel
Interactions

Medical Device
Integration

Learning
Management

HR Service
Delivery

Non-acute Billing
& Collections

Expense
Management

Warehousing &
Logistics

e-Commerce &
Web Presence

EHR to ERP
Connectivity

Common information platform
Business Intelligence

Complex Event Processing

Clinical Integration
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Infor Healthcare capabilities
Emergency Services

Hospitals &
Health Systems

Sub-Acute Care
Providers

Health Insurance
Payors

ACOs &
Public Health

Emergency Dispatch (911)

Medical Device Integration

Healthcare Revenue Cycle

High-volume Financials

Clinical Integration Platform

Data Warehousing & BI

Pre-built Analytics
for Healthcare

HR Service Delivery

Data Warehousing & BI

Health Information
Exchange

Extended Learning
Management

Total Rewards

Fleet Maintenance
Enterprise Contract
Repository
Continuous Compliance
Monitoring

Nurse Scheduling &
Staffing
Care Workloads
and Assignments
Clinical Competency
Assessments

HIPAA Compliant Security

Facilities Maintenance

Enterprise Contract
Repository

IHE Infrastructure Adapter

Pharmaceutical
Procurement

Continuous Compliance
Monitoring

Remote Interface
Monitoring

Care Provider
Travel Expenses

Point of Use Tracking

Web Services Compatible
Reusable HL7 Interfaces

GS1 Healthcare Standards
Pre-built Clinical
Connections
Biomedical Engineering
GPO Contracting
Self-Distribution &
Warehousing

Provider Best
Practices Workflow

High Availability
Cloud Deployment
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Resources
Brochures and videos
Discover how Infor Lawson Cloverleaf Integration Suite helps
you link clinical and hospital systems to help you improve
efficiency and patient care. Read the brochure.
Reduce costs by optimizing supplier relationships, always
deliver the perfect order, and increase the efficiency of your
supply chain operations with Infor Lawson Supply Chain
Management solutions. Watch the video.
Implement the only end-to-end, unified HCM solution
specifically for healthcare with Infor Human Capital
Management. Learn more.
Manage your most vital resources—people, supplies, clinical
data, and financial assets—with secure cloud deployment.
Read the Infor CloudSuite Healthcare brochure.

White papers and reports
Find out why Black Book ranked Infor Cloverleaf as the Top
Complex Data and IT Integrator HIE solution. Read the report.
Learn how to gain the right motivation and tools for
interoperability. Read the white paper.
Find out how to build a patient-centered supply chain.
Read the eBook.
Discover the tools you need to engage and empower human
capital. Download the infographic. Read the eBook.
Staffing and scheduling are essential to a productive and
successful nursing environment, with a nursing staff that drives
excellence within the organization. Read the analyst report.
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Resources
Customer stories
Discover what customers have to say about Infor Lawson
Supply Chain Management for Healthcare. Watch the video.
Bon Secours Health System consolidated its HR and payroll
systems and achieved significant savings through process
redesign and refinement with Infor Human Capital
Management. Find out how.
Dana-Farber Cancer Institute reduced its budget process time
by 40% with Infor Corporate Performance Management.
Read the story.
Indiana University Health says "Infor Lawson is key to our
organization's strategic business goals.” Find out why.
Memorial Hermann Healthcare System saved money,
reduced payment time, and improved invoice workflow and
electronic payments with Infor solutions. Find out how.
Learn how Watershed Health uses Infor Cloverleaf to help its
first client, Springhill Medical Center, reduce hospital
readmissions for heart failure patients by more than 50%.
Read the case study.

More information

Contact Infor

Blessing Hospital meets health information exchange criteria
for Stage 2 Meaningful Use requirements to facilitate the
electronic movement of health-related information between
Blessing and other external healthcare organizations.
Learn more.

Legacy Health uses Infor Cloverleaf to connect patient data
with clinical and business systems quickly and easily.
Read the case study.
Wheaton Franciscan uses Infor HR Management and Talent
Management, and Infor Lawson Financial Management
solutions to save time and money. Read the case study.

Infor 10x Suite for Healthcare
Infor 10x Starter Guide
eBrief: Infor 10x Specialized by Industry

641 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10011
800-260-2640
infor.com

About Infor

Disclaimer

Infor is fundamentally changing the way information is published and consumed in
the enterprise, helping 73,000 customers in more than 200 countries and territories
improve operations, drive growth, and quickly adapt to changes in business
demands. To learn more about Infor, please visit www.infor.com.

This document reflects the direction Infor may take with regard to the specific
product(s) described in this document, all of which is subject to change by Infor in
its sole discretion, with or without notice to you. This document is not a commitment
to you in any way and you should not rely on this document or any of its content in
making any decision. Infor is not committing to develop or deliver any specified
enhancement, upgrade, product or functionality, even if such is described in
this document.
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